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Semiconductor Devices: Physics and Technology, 3rd Edition Wiley-
Interscience
This book presents those terms, concepts, equations, and models
that are routinely used in describing the operational behavior of
solid state devices. The second edition provides many new
problems and illustrative examples.
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES: PHYSICS AND
TECHNOLOGY, 2ND ED CRC Press
A definitive and up-to-date handbook of
semiconductor devices Semiconductor devices, the
basic components of integrated circuits, are
responsible for the rapid growth of the electronics
industry over the past fifty years. Because there is
a growing need for faster and more complex
systems for the information age, existing
semiconductor devices are constantly being studied
for improvement, and new ones are being continually
invented. As a result, a large number of types and
variations of devices are available in the literature.
The Second Edition of this unique engineering guide
continues to be the only available complete
collection of semiconductor devices, identifying 74
major devices and more than 200 variations of these
devices. As in the First Edition, the value of this
text lies in its comprehensive, yet highly readable
presentation and its easy-to-use format, making it

suitable for a wide range of audiences. Essential
information is presented for a quick, balanced
overview Each chapter is designed to cover only one
specific device, for easy and focused reference Each
device is discussed in detail, always including its
history, its structure, its characteristics, and its
applications The Second Edition has been
significantly updated with eight new chapters, and
the material rearranged to reflect recent
developments in the field. As such, it remains an
ideal reference source for graduate students who
want a quick survey of the field, as well as for
practitioners and researchers who need quick access
to basic information, and a valuable pragmatic
handbook for salespeople, lawyers, and anyone
associated with the semiconductor industry.
The Physics of Semiconductors Springer Science & Business Media
This text offers a broad coverage of the physical properties of solids
at fundamental level. The quantum-mechanical origins that lead to a
wide range of observed properties are discussed. The book also
includes a modern treatment of unusual physical states.
PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, 3RD ED Wiley-
Interscience
Semicondutor physics; Bipolar devices;
Unipolar devices; Special microwave devices;
Photonic devices; International system of
units; Unit prefixes; Greek alphabet; Physical
constants; Lattice constants; Propeties of
important semiconductors; Properties of Ge,
Si, and GaAs at 300K; Properties of Si02 and
Si3NA at 300K.
Semiconductor Device Fundamentals Ed. Techniques Ingénieur
Market_Desc: · Electrical Engineers· Scientists Special Features: ·
Provides strong coverage of all key semiconductor devices. Includes basic
physics and material properties of key semiconductors· Covers all

important processing technologies About The Book: This book is an
introduction to the physical principles of modern semiconductor devices
and their advanced fabrication technology. It begins with a brief historical
review of major devices and key technologies and is then divided into three
sections: semiconductor material properties, physics of semiconductor
devices and processing technology to fabricate these semiconductor devices.
The Physics of Semiconductor Devices John Wiley & Sons
Introduces the physical principles and operational characteristics of high
speed semiconductor devices. Intended for use by advanced students as
well as professional engineers and scientists involved in semiconductor
device research, it includes the most advanced and important topics in high
speed semiconductor devices. Initial chapters cover material properties,
advanced technologies and novel device building blocks, and serve as the
basis for understanding and analyzing devices in subsequent chapters. The
following chapters cover a group of closely related devices that includes
MOSFETs, MESFETs, heterojunction FETs and permeable-base
transistors, hot electron transistors, microwave diodes and photonic
devices, among others. Each chapter is self-contained and features a
summary section, a discussion of future device trend, and an instructional
problem set.
Physics of Semiconductor Devices John Wiley & Sons
Halbleiter-Leistungsbauelemente sind das Kernstück der
Leistungselektronik. Sie bestimmen die Leistungsf�higkeit und
machen neuartige und verlustarme Schaltungen erst m�glich.
In dem Band wird neben den Halbleiter-Leistungsbauelementen
selbst auch die Aufbau- und Verbindungstechnik behandelt: von
den physikalischen Grundlagen und der Herstellungstechnologie
über einzelne Bauelemente bis zu thermomechanischen
Problemen, Zerst�rungsmechanismen und St�rungseffekten.
Die 2., überarbeitete Auflage berücksichtigt technische
Neuerungen und Entwicklungen.
Physics of Semiconductor Devices Academic Press
This book is an introduction to the physical principles of modern
semiconductor devices and their advanced fabrication technology. It
begins with a brief historical review of major devices and key
technologies and is then divided into three sections: semiconductor
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material properties, physics of semiconductor devices and processing
technology to fabricate these semiconductor devices.
Physics of Semiconductor Devices Wiley-IEEE Press
Physics of Semiconductor DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons
Physics of Semiconductor Devices Wiley-Interscience
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to the physics of
the photovoltaic cell. It is suitable for undergraduates, graduate
students, and researchers new to the field. It covers: basic physics of
semiconductors in photovoltaic devices; physical models of solar cell
operation; characteristics and design of common types of solar cell;
and approaches to increasing solar cell efficiency. The text explains
the terms and concepts of solar cell device physics and shows the
reader how to formulate and solve relevant physical problems.
Exercises and worked solutions are included.
Prentice Hall
Graduate text with comprehensive treatment of semiconductor
device physics and engineering, and descriptions of real
optoelectronic devices.
Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization Springer
Science & Business Media
The first edition of "Semiconductor Physics" was published in 1973
by Springer-Verlag Wien-New York as a paperback in the Springer
Study Edition. In 1977, a Russian translation by Professor Yu. K.
Pozhela and coworkers at Vilnius/USSR was published by
Izdatelstvo "MIR", Mo scow. Since then new ideas have been
developed in the field of semi conductors such as electron hole
droplets, dangling bond saturation in amorphous silicon by
hydrogen, or the determination of the fine struc ture constant from
surface quantization in inversion layers. New tech niques such as
molecular beam epitaxy which has made the realization of the Esaki
superlattice possible, deep level transient spectroscopy, and refined a.
c. Hall techniques have evolved. Now that the Viennese edition is
about to go out of print, Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg-New
York is giving me the opportunity to include these new subjects in a
monograph to appear in the Solid-State Sciences series. Again it has
been the intention to cover the field of semiconductor physics
comprehensively, although some chapters such as diffusion of hot
carriers and their galvanomagnetic phenomena, as well as super
conducting degenerate semiconductors and the appendices, had to go
for commercial reasons. The emphasis is more on physics than on
device as pects.
Complete Guide to Semiconductor Devices John Wiley & Sons
A graduate textbook presenting the underlying physics behind
devices that drive today's technologies. The book covers important
details of structural properties, bandstructure, transport, optical and

magnetic properties of semiconductor structures. Effects of low-
dimensional physics and strain - two important driving forces in
modern device technology - are also discussed. In addition to
conventional semiconductor physics the book discusses self-assembled
structures, mesoscopic structures and the developing field of
spintronics. The book utilizes carefully chosen solved examples to
convey important concepts and has over 250 figures and 200
homework exercises. Real-world applications are highlighted
throughout the book, stressing the links between physical principles
and actual devices. Electronic and Optoelectronic Properties of
Semiconductor Structures provides engineering and physics students
and practitioners with complete and coherent coverage of key modern
semiconductor concepts. A solutions manual and set of viewgraphs for
use in lectures are available for instructors, from
solutions@cambridge.org.
Electronic and Optoelectronic Properties of Semiconductor
Structures Cambridge University Press
Semiconductor Sensors provides complete coverage of all
important aspects of all modern semiconductor sensing devices.
It is the only book that offers detailed coverage of the
fabrication, characterization, and operational principles of the
entire spectrum of devices made from silicon and other
semiconductors; and it is written by world-renowned experts in
the sensor field. This authoritative guide combines user-friendly
organization for quick reference with a masterful pedagogical
design that helps build the reader's understanding from section
to section and from one chapter to the next. It begins with a
discussion of semiconductor sensor classification and
terminology and moves on to a broad description of
semiconductor technology, emphasizing bulk and surface
micromachining. Senior undergraduate and first-year graduate
students will appreciate the 300 illustrations and tables that help
to clarify difficult points and encourage visualization of the
devices under discussion. They will also benefit from the
interdisciplinary nature of the presentation, which encompasses
applied physics, chemical engineering, electrical and mechanical
engineering, and materials science. For engineers and scientists
involved in sensor research and development or in designing
sensor-dependent devices and systems, Semiconductor Sensors is
the ultimate one-stop source for the latest information on
existing technologies.
Compound Semiconductors Wiley-Interscience
This book covers the physics of semiconductors on an

introductory level, assuming that the reader already has some
knowledge of condensed matter physics. Crystal structure, band
structure, carrier transport, phonons, scattering processes and
optical properties are presented for typical semiconductors such
as silicon, but III–V and II–VI compounds are also included.
In view of the increasing importance of wide-gap
semiconductors, the electronic and optical properties of these
materials are dealt with too.
Physics of Semiconductor Devices Prentice Hall
This text aims to provide the fundamentals necessary to understand
semiconductor device characteristics, operations and limitations.
Quantum mechanics and quantum theory are explored, and this
background helps give students a deeper understanding of the
essentials of physics and semiconductors.
Modern Semiconductor Device Physics World Scientific Publishing
Company Incorporated
Market_Desc: · Design Engineers· Research Scientists·
Industrial and Electronics Engineering Managers· Graduate
Students Special Features: · Completely updated with 30-50%
revisions· Will include worked examples and end-of-the-chapter
problems (with a solutions manual)· First edition was the most cited
work in contemporary engineering and applied science publications
(over 12000 citations since 1969) About The Book: This classic
reference provides detailed information on the underlying physics
and operational characteristics of all major bipolar, unipolar, special
microwave, and optoelectronic devices. It integrates nearly 1,000
references to important original research papers and review articles,
and includes more than 650 high-quality technical illustrations and
25 tables of material parameters for device analysis.
Physics of semiconductor devices Wiley Global Education
A complete guide to current knowledge and future trends in ULSI
devices Ultra-Large-Scale Integration (ULSI), the next generation of
semiconductor devices, has become a hot topic of investigation. ULSI
Devices provides electrical and electronic engineers, applied
physicists, and anyone involved in IC design and process
development with a much-needed overview of key technology trends
in this area. Edited by two of the foremost authorities on
semiconductor device physics, with contributions by some of the best-
known researchers in the field, this comprehensive reference
examines such major ULSI devices as MOSFET, nonvolatile
semiconductor memory (NVSM), and the bipolar transistor, and the
improvements these devices offer in power consumption, low-voltage
and high-speed operation, and system-on-chip for ULSI applications.
Supplemented with introductory material and references for each
chapter as well as more than 400 illustrations, coverage includes: *
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The physics and operational characteristics of the different
components * The evolution of device structures the ultimate
limitations on device and circuit performance * Device
miniaturization and simulation * Issues of reliability and the hot
carrier effect * Digital and analog circuit building blocks *An
Instructor's Manual presenting detailed solutions to all the problems
in the book is available from the Wiley editorial department
Semiconductor Devices, Physics and Technology John Wiley & Sons
Semiconductor Physics and Devices provides an introduction to the physics
of semiconductor materials and devices. The text is supported by a large
number of examples and exercises to test the understanding of topics.
The Physics of Solar Cells Springer Science & Business Media
This manual contains the PLOTF software, user's guide and
program description to accompany Michael Shur's 'Physics of
semiconductor devices' - rear cover.
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